Interactions between target and masking stimuli: perceptual and event-related potential effects.
TWo separate experiments were conducted to determinge the nature of the visual event related potential (ERP) at two different cortical areas under conditions of backward visual masking and to see the effects of varied inter-stimulus-intervals (ISIs) upon both masking and the ERP. The results of the first experiment clearly demonstrated visual ERP attenuation at a target-mask ISI of 40 ms, an ISI which consistently produced masking. Both experiments showed that this effect was specific for the occipital recording site since amplitude reductions were not observed at the vertex under this condition. The mask alone condition produced the largest amplitude ERPs in both experiments. Again, this was specific for Oz. In the second experiment target-mask ISIs which did not produce backward masking (i.e., 10 ms and 100 ms) were not accompanied by ERP amplitude reductions. The results may be explained by a cortical excitatory-inhibitory model. That is, when successive stimuli are presented to the visual system, the visual cortical excitation produced by the initial stimuli is inhibited by the presentation of subsequent stimuli when temporal and spatial intervals are appropriate.